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Ve nt U r e  b o ot

Venture is a fully warm and lined hiking boot in the Heritage collection, which works 
well even in the winter. Although Venture is first and foremost an everyday boot, it 
has several features that make getting off trail easier. 

The tongue has been gusseted to prevent water and snow from getting in. The 
flexible lacing system makes it easy to customize how Venture is laced over the foot 
and ankle. Venture also has a pull loop in the back on an extended shaft that allows 
for easier entry. An upholstered shaft and a thin wool liner on the inside make 
Venture an extra snug shoe that can handle slightly colder days.

Venture is a part of the Lundhags Heritage collection and is an updated version of 
an 80’s boot from Lundhags that had the same name.

•	 1101 Standard Last

•	 Medium high shaft 

•	 Lundhags Commando sole, rough textured and durable with 60 ShA 

•	 EVA insulation (5 mm) for cushioning and insulation 

•	 Shaft made from Heinen Terracare Bergamo  leather

•	 Insole made from full grain leather 

•	 Insulating wool lining 

•	 Upholstered shaft 

•	 Gazziero shoelaces, 150 cm

Article number: 1040209

Sizes/weight: 36-48

Shaft height/length of shoelaces: 18 cm/150 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain Bergamo leather, Lundhags Commando sole 

900 Black

700 Brown

700 Brown



logge r  b o ot

The Logger i was inspired by traditional work boots from the forest industry. It has 
an elongated lacing system for a flexible fit and has a padded collar for comfort.  
A 2-layer tongue with gussets prevent water and snow from entering.

Those who have done a lot of Nordic skating will probably recognize the Logger. 
In the late 80s and early 90s, a popular Nordic skating boot named Svartlöga was 
made in the shoe factory in Järpen. Logger is a more supple version of Svartlöga 
that comes with added comfort and functionality.

•	 1001 Narrow last

•	 Mid high shaft 

•	 Lundhags Commando soles, rough textured and durable with 60 ShA 

•	 EVA insulation (3 mm) for cushioning and insulation

•	 Shaft made from Heinen Terracare Bergamo 

•	 Insole made from full grain Leather 

•	 Upholstered upper section 

•	 Waxed flat laces/round work boot laces, 150 cm

Article number: 1040205

Sizes/weight: 36-48

Shaft height/length of shoelaces: 19 cm/150 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain Bergamo leather, Lundhags Commando sole

900 Black

700 Brown 900 Black



tan n e r  b o ot

Tanner is a classic one-layer work boot that feels the most Lundhags in their 
design. The design and details, like the stitching and tongue, have the same 
character as our classic boot Park, with its unique shaft construction.

Tanner is made from Bergamo Leather with a darker and oilier surface. The boot is 
also available in a lower model called Tanner Chukka.

•	 1001 Narrow last

•	 1-layer boot with a mid high shaft 

•	 Lundhags Commando soles, rough textured and durable with 60 ShA 

•	 EVA insulation (3mm) for cushioning and insulation 

•	 Shaft made from Heinen Terracare Bergamo 

•	 Insole made from full grain Leather 

•	 Upholstered top section 

•	 Waxed flat laces, 130 cm

Article number: 1040202

Sizes/weight: 36-48

Shaft height/length of shoelaces: 19 cm/130 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain Bergamo leather, Lundhags Commando sole

719 Burgundy

900 Black



tan n e r  ch U k k a

Tanner Chukka is a classic 1-layer work boot from the Heritage Collection, with a 
very strong Lundhags character. A 2-layer tongue and gussets that make it harder 
for snow and water to get inside. The inside is unlined for a soft and natural 
feeling.

Chukka is the name for ankle boots with two or three eyelets that were popular 
back in the 1940s and 50s. The name Chukka comes from the sport of polo.

•	 1001 Narrow last

•	 1-layer boot with a low shaft 

•	 Lundhags Commando soles, rough textured and durable with 60 ShA 

•	 EVA insulation (3mm) for cushioning and insulation 

•	 Shaft made from Heinen Terracare Bergamo 

•	 Insole made from full grain Leather 

•	 Waxed flat laces, 100 cm

Article number: 1040201

Sizes/weight: 36-48

Shaft height/length of shoelaces: 18 cm/100 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain Bergamo leather, Lundhags Commando sole

700 Brown

712 Cognac



co b b le r  b o ot

The Cobbler boot is Lundhags’ own version of the Chelsea boot. Instead of 
lacing, the shaft has been fitted with elastic, which provides an easy instep.

Cobbler is made from Bergamo Leather as well as Terracare Regatta waxy, a 
waxed nubuck from Heinen that gives a mat, sober impression.

What constitutes the Chelsea-boot’s uniqueness is the seam across the 
middle as well as the elastic above the ankle. These boots were very popular 
during the 1960s and the music group The Beatles introduced them.

•	 1001 Narrow last

•	 Mid high shaft 

•	 Lundhags Commando soles, rough textured and durable with 60 ShA 

•	 EVA insulation (3 mm) for cushioning and insulation 

•	 Shaft made from Heinen Terracare Bergamo Leather and Heinen 
Terracare Regatta Waxy 

•	 Elastic above the ankle 

•	 Insole made from full grain leather 

•	 Upholstered top section 

Article number: 1040208

Sizes/weight: 36-48

Shaft height: 16 cm

Material: Heinen Terracare full grain Bergamo leather, Heinen Terracare 
Regatta wax nubuck, Lundhags Commando sole

719 Burgundy

910 Black Nubuck



Made with great attention to detail 
and craftsmanship, the new Herit-
age collection from Lundhags pays 
homage to Lundhags’ long history 
of quality products. Inspired by 
original designs from our past, 
these products are as comfortable 
as they are timeless.

To succeed in the task of creating modern 
work boots from classic models within 
Lundhags’ expansive product archives, 
the entire design and production process 
needed to be reevaluated, explains Shoe 
Designer Niklas Karlsson.

– It has been a fun, but extensive job. 
Everything from choosing models from 
the archives to selecting the right material 
and adding or updating features that we 
thought the new boots needed. 

The Lundhags shoe designer quickly 
realized that the new collection required a 
new foundation for building the new boots. 
Therefore, much work was focused on 
developing an entirely new last and outsole.
 
– The new last is designed to fit boots that 
can be used every day. It follows the shape of 
the foot and has a dynamic design inspired 
by traditional work boots, says Niklas.

In order to obtain the right feel, we needed 
new material. From the German tannery 
Heinen, a long-standing supplier to 
Lundhags, a dark brown Bergamo leather 
from Heinen’s Terracare line was selected. 
The leather is just like any other material 

from Heinen, free from environmentally 
unsafe Chromium VI. At the same time, the 
right feel that Lundhags’ designers wanted.

– Bergamo leather has a darker and oilier 
surface, which perfectly fits the finish that 
we wanted to give the Heritage collection. 
To provide even more comfort, we have also 
decided to make the insoles on all models 
from an extra fine leather quality, says Niklas 
and explains that Heritage also needed a 
newly designed outsole for comfort. 

– To provide Heritage boots with a comfort-
able step, we chose to make the new sole 
slightly beveled at the rear. The sole is also 
lower than traditional Lundhags soles.  
We have also constructed a new sole pattern. 
It helps prevent small rocks and debris from 
getting caught while walking, says Niklas.

Summary
Lundhags’ Heritage collection consists of 
five modern work boots. All inspired from 
Lundhags’ long shoemaking tradition with 
modern features and updated materials. 
The boots in the Heritage collection are 
manufactured from the finest Bergamo 
Leather and nubuck from the German 
tannery Heinen. 
The leather is from Heinen’s eco line Terra-
care where no Chromium VI is used. 
All Heritage Boots have newly developed 
lasts giving the boots a more comfortable 
feel when walking and a snugger design. 
Heritage boots have the newly developed, 
thinner “Commando sole”. A slightly beveled 
outsole with a new sole pattern, for both 
enhanced comfort and effective grip.

n e e d  h i g h  r e s  i m a g e s  o r 
a n y  o t h e r  p r e s s  h e l p ?
We´ll fix that right away! By using Lundhags image database Exigus you find all the 
images and product texts for all Lundhags products. 
www.lundhags.exigus.se / User: Press / Password: Press Lundhags
For further questions, pictures and information, please contact:
Anders Blomster, marknadschef Lundhags, +46 70-932 46 99
www.lundhags.se

l u n d h a g s  h e r i ta g e  c o l l e c t i o n

Lundhags Skomakarna AB was founded in 1932 by the shoemaker Jonas Lundhag who started making shoes 
and boots in Frösön in Sweden’s Jämtland region. His belief in quality and function was as pronounced as 
his love for nature. This focus has since characterized the company. Today, Lundhags is 100% owned by Swix 
Sport AS, and is one of Scandinavia’s classic brands in the outdoor segment. Lundhags develops shoes, 
clothing, backpacks and Nordic skates for an active outdoor life. The company has offices and a shoe mak-
ing/production facility in Järpen, Sweden, as well as office in Stockholm. Addition-ally, a factory outlet store 
is operated in Järpen/Åre as well as an online store. Total turnover in 2013 was SEK 139 million.


